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_UMMARY AND
RECOMMNDATIONS

(U) MILITARY PRODLEM

The pimary Iwictlon A the Is-inch tonkmounted searchlight is to p~ovsi tllu-iri-
tion for aimed main a~m o im. How con the light actually be er.ployed in this way wtthri'u

to weat a risk that the carrier tank %ill be destroyed by enemy tamo ? To answer this

qtestion requires an stlmate of the mrx'mamm effectiveness of enemy main gun fit* against
a cafrreW tank. The study swnmIzed her was conducted to ptovide this estimote, based

on tnt performance of the fire control system of the M4A2 taon.

(U) RESEARCH PIOOLEM

The study was an attempt to answ five specific questions:

(1) What o the fkrat-tod and tWlal.round hit probabdities for the M48A2 fue
control system when fire 1s aimed at an IS-inch tank-mounted searchlight?

(2) What ae the probabilities thot the carrier tank will be hit within ceitain
time intetrval after its sarchlight is tuned on?

(3) In this firing situation, Is sensing occwate enough to make adjustment of
ire possible?

(4) Which am mcre occuate, sensings =* by the tank commandr cc those
mode by obasrvets stationed to the flank of the firing tank?

(5) What traIning problems me related to firing ogainst searchhhtz?

(U) RESEARCH METHOD

Toerge. Since the cost of f Itng direciy at 18-inch searchlights would be prohibitve,
* a target site was designed which mode it Posible to fire at a mirror imog of the search-

light which was no, for firing purpooes, distinguishable from an actual light. The use of
large tagt pwels and colir-coded rounds made possible the collection of dispersicndato.

Equipmens. Eight M48A2 tanks with new M41AI gun tubes, v'j mar 18-Inch search-

lights with 2,45-0)=att b.,lbe, wOO Used.
Sa&,feel.. The fuNtrq was done by etight task commanders, two classified hy their

coomnding offlicers as average, and six as e xft. Each tank commnder was assigned

to One tank, which he fifid throughout the study. The proficncy level of theelght loaders

was apsroxmately that Uf the averoe Advanced Infantry Training (AIT) graduate. Eight

crewmen served as sensing observers, stationed to the flank of the firing tanks.
D.4sim ef t Esperim.sI. The over-all edtsign may be swnmncized as follows:

Sea.. if Frel ow fI~w 1400u6044 KUIauirami.s I
IreAj, Took Shal GOfi Fib. Re..i pq Slim Gv9

Is boom center 8 5

400 oat of the Lm
Iso0 In Wum Coster 16 10

1,500 out of the 6M-- 16 10
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Fach tank com~nder (each tank) fired one shot giour tim. ea~h dA the two W.-f 1: 1 v
tions and two shot goups from each of the two 1.500.ywd positiw. TI.e t,2.k w"

stattiory: the searchlight was rotated 10 so that the tank was out of the beafl Irt h731

the shot qrup. For each shot group. fing was stopped when the =xI mum nun..'tt M
rounds hod been fired, cc sooner it the tiage miror was destroyed. The tank comontfdr
and two obsmeers mod. sensings for each round fired.

Prec#jde. An attempt was mode to oppgoxtate Uier Sttvice Test conlitions, a
outhro.' In Rtt l-r-1300A, Fnonford Arsenal. Slnce night firing conditions 0" 0t

de scib*1 in that report In sufficlent detail to permit operational duplication. arbitrary

interetations wwe made In establishing the fiLrng pcocedures to be followed In this study.

Flrng positio.s were selected which woe as lev! as possible and from which

the anle of site was as anw to tero ae possible. All rtods wite APT-T33E7 a 'lnun-

lion uM weo fired from the tank coamande's station. Dwinq tl'e after on of each firing

night, tanks were setoed for each sh op.
For all the %hot groups fired from 800 yards, th conec range was dexed in

the fire controt system. For the lst hall of the tiat groups fired from 1,500 yords, the

tank commande was required to rang on the target; for the secod half, selected orgs

wel Indexed, represntative of the ranging tnaos which can be expected wide these

Laing conditions.
Ammunition fora the same lot was used throughout the test, except on the

lost night. Firing was conducted only under certain specifiled weather cndition .

(C) MAJOR FINDINOS

Fkal-Ree4d Hit Pre &*.lfra. Dto w obtained for three target ares: the minor

(18 inches sqa.. as a target); n section of the tarq* panel 71/2 8e squote, with the

murro as its center: and a lowr central section of tIW tar t panel 0"esenting the car-

rier tonk. The frstltiourA hit probabilities (both hewn pfllons combined) were:

ibvw ToogT 7it ?i/I r Cwati T4 Tu,.

SKao vr. .06 1.00.0
1, y,, 0 .41 .2S

Hit Pr,"i&lity as a Fsactlie of Tie. At 800 yards, hit probability for on# tank

which opened fire on a carrier tank am soon as the s4,rchlight was twned on was .50 in

25 seconds--hat Is, in approximately the time it-took, on the average, to fire tha first

rurd. For two tanks Uring, the hit probability was .7. within 25 seconds.

At 1,5W0 yds, hit probabilities were .39 for two tanks and .53 fo three tanks

In 40 seconds, the average time requirod to fire the first round at that ran.

Effects of Prclke. Hit probability lot the first half of the sh-t groups fWed from

1,500 yards was .48; for the second half of the ,500.yrd firing, it was .76. The overage

time required to get a hit was reduced, for the second half of test firing, by 28 per cent

at 800 yards and by 20 per cent at 1,500 ards. Thee Is no evidence that PensnQ

Improvedwith practice.
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___SUMMAtY AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

$fa~e Peofoxe . At all the positions l~. h;hsnij west? iIt% pet! t -
once was much better than would be expected by rhnc. The esults 0,v Ith, A'4
tourvs furel from beam center, sensings mrje i= position tn the flank -1 the hit.
tank were rmte accurate. ior rounds fired from outside t.* bta.,r. senisuv nlt t, it
tank coar ndtt were nyv accurate.

(C) CONCLUSIONS

Twa assun.ptions tust be made before the results 'of the study beco-,e acceptable
os an estnmat4. of the tlfectivtness of enemy tank gun fue ogainst the 18-inch tank.
mounted seat hlight. It tmust be assumed that the performance of enemy rmedu gun
taIks is comprable to that of the M48A2 tank. Also it must be assumed that a lurin test

carried out under User Service Test conditions Is opprofXtate for estimattng the osatiolmm
capabilities of the enemy in combi.

(1) At both rang s (00 and 1,500 yards), and ixiesuobly at ranms bertween
them, the risk of dewtiutton of the carier tank is considerable if the srtchlight ternains
on long enough to enobt er.my tanks to fire.

(2) When tht searchlight is used to pxovide illumination for delivering aimed
main gun fire ago'v.rt enemy armor, the light should not be turned cn fot as long a petiod
n, it tckes enerry tanks to get off a lust round each. (Average tImes to fue the lirst
round, in this study, 26 seconds at 800 yards: 39 seconds at .500 ywdui, ianhlirng
ranging time.) For a tank platoon equipped with two s:pachltghtv, the action suggested
is that the lights be tuned on in succession to illuminate the sam-oe target area, leaving
each light on for a period slightly shorter than then reded by enemy tanks to liu: and
that each carrier tank be moved as soon as its light is turned oil. this will Illuminate
the target for a period twice as 1m"g as that during which each carrier tank is a totet for
eemy fire.

(3) Firting against sea:thlights sers to be a unique gurrncry task which
requires practice w- addition to that afforded by ccnventional qun-ery exercises.

(U) RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) Tha the findings and conclusions from this study be incorporated into armor
doctrine and literature pertaining to searchlihts.

(2) That tank platoon traia ng for night combat emphasize training in coordinated
action between carier tanks and firing tanks.

(3) That tank cocvnandrs be given practice in firing against searchlights if the
use of searchlights by enemy mnor is anticipated; and that the target layout designed
for this study be utilized In such fixing practice.

CONFIDENTIAL
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DESCRIPTION
Z-OF THE RESEARCH

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 90mm TANK GUN FIRE
AGAINST THE It-INCH SEARCHLIGHT (U)
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(U) PROBLEM

One result of the efforts in recent years to extend the night fighting
capabilities of Armor is the development of the 1-inch tank-mour'ed
searchlight. This light has been in use since 1952 but has not yet jeen
widely issued, and methods for its employment have been stated only in
general terms. t Its chief function Is to provide illumination for aimed
main gun fire. Methods must therefore be developed to provide adequate
illumination of targets and, at the same time# minimize the probability
of destruction of the carrier tanks by fire from the main armament of
enemy tanks.

Such methods cannot be developed without an estimate of the maxi-
mum effectiveness of enemy main gun fire against our carrier tanks.
The primary objective of this study was to provide such a maximum
estimate, basing it on the effectiveness of the main gun of the M43A2
tank agaist the 18-inch tank-mounted searchlight. The data from this
study may alsobe regardedas providingan estimate of the effectiveness
of our tanks against similar enemy searchlights. A secondary objective,
thein-, was to obtain information which might be used to improve methods
of firing agLinsi searchlights.

To accomplish these aims, the study was designed to determine:
(1) The first-round and total-round hit probabilities for the

M48A2 fire control system whenfire is aimed atan 18-inch
tank-mounted searchlight.

(2) The probabilities that the carrier tank will be hit within
certain time intervals after its searchlight is turned on.

(3) Whether, in this firing situation, rounds can be sensed accu-
rately enough to make adjustment of fire possible.

(4) Whether sensing is more accurate from positions to the
flank of the firing tank or from the firing tank itself.

(5) Training problems related to firing at searchlights.

RESEARCH METHOD

,U) Approach

Test firing against a searchlight with the main gun of a tank presents
a number of problems:

(1) When several hundred test rounds are to be tired, the light
must be protected from damage; otherwise the cost of the test wnuld
be prohibitive.

4 'Einployment of the In.IneA Tank-ifounted SearecslagA in Battlefield Illumination, D k~
Traininit Circular 17-2. (Rteference 4.)

aI



t2) The location of each round at or near tepane to! te firgt,
must be recorded on a target panel so that dispersions cnn bt computediAt a range of 1,500 yardst a panel at least 20 feet square Is required.

(3) The sequence of the rounds In a ahot group must be identi-
fiable on the panel. (It Is not possible to spot the rcunds at night) since
the target panel Is not visible.)

(41 The e-fecti Of the searchlight glare mu:t be mlnhized.
When fi in directed against a searchlight from positions near the cen-
ter of the beam, the inner is faced with an uncomfortable glare in his
periscope sightg which mnay make precise laying and sensing difficult.

These four problems were solved In the following ways.
(1) If only first-round hit probabilities were involved, the light

could be protected by the simple device of Ighti at the light and actu-
ally firing at a panel target beyond it, usin a nown elevation offset.
When subsequent rounds are to be fired with adjustment, however, each

*round must be aimed directly at the light to enable the tank commander
(or gunner) to change his lay on the basis of his sensing of the previous
round. Therefore, a special target site was designed which protected
the light from damage, yet kept it visible as a target. (See Figure 1.)
The lightwas buried in a trench which was dug at the top ofa berm. The
light faced in the direction of fire and its beam was reflected toward the
firing cite by two plate glass mirrors.

(2) Tvo target panels were erected to collect the rounds fired
at the itmage of the light. One was located behind the trench, the other
in front of the berm. The dimensions and the relative positions of the
target components are shown in Figure 1. The panels were made of
cardboard covered with target cloth, said were supported by wooden

SEARCHLIGHT TARIUT

'Ii . . {I

PO

&41110 M" Nam
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frames. The alignment of thl. upper tiirroir kint tht An tis w41 4 N. I. .tt-ft.

a8 8en from the firing positlmi.,lthe target.slt elumik daimis llKt. a mr, #

panel target 20 feet square with an 18-inch 6quare mirrur at its ce tier.

(See Figure 2.) During the teat firing only the image of the searvdig:ht
was visible. Four such target sites were constructed to make itpossile
to fire four shot groups per night without delay for taract repair.

TAGET SITE AS SEl0N 1101 .1iNG POSITION

AC

l,"I

tim. 2 (11

(3) Identification of the holes in the target panels was made

possible by color-coding the ammunition. The nose cone of each rou id

in a shot group was painted a different color with spray enamel, which

left an acceptable trace on the target cloth. Thus all first rounds left

one kind of trace, all second rounds left another, and so on.1

(4) All firing was done from the tank commander's position;

the range finder was used as the firing sight and glare was nilnimized

by the neutral density filter of that instrument.

'Two colors were used on some rOunds in the sequence to avoid usIah,:n cs suitable colors.

Te following sequence of colors was used: i) red. 2) blue. 3) yellow. 4) peen, 5) orange.

6) blue.red, 7) yellow-gree n. 8) redr-Peu, 9) lisht blue, 10) copper.

I'S



Four 18-inch searchlights (Strong Electric Corporatiun Model
9800-A); nach equipped with a 2 ,500-wast bulb (General Electric Model
2500T30), were used as target lights. They were activated by two auxil-
iary generator and engine assemblies, each duplicating the auxiliary
alctrical. A.I.y . 0, 1 o.9-c M48A2 tank.

Eight M48A2 tanks equipped with new 90mm gun tubes (M41A1)
were used. Their fire control instruments had been Inspected by the
Ordnance Fire Control Instruments Shop, Fort Knox, and passed as
being in satisfactory condition. (Each tube had fired three Ordnancet
check rounds.)

(U) Subjects

The firing was done by eight tank commanders stationed at Fort
Knox. Two were from the Combat Vehicle Section, U.S. Army Armor
Board, one from the 4th Armored Cavalry Regiment, one from the
30th Tank Battalion$ a-nd four from the 694th Tank Battalion. Six were
classed by their commanding officers as "expert" gunners; the other
two were classed as *about average." Each was assigned to one tank,
which he fired throughout the test.

Eiht loaders were used. Their level of proficiency was about that
of the average AflT gra.uate ('expert" loaders could not be obtained).
Six remained with the same t.i throughout the test, but two had to be
replaced for some shot groups.

Eight other tank crewmen serred as ar .sing observers at positions
to the flank of the firing tanks.

-j (U) Deint

The eight tanks fired a total of 48 shot groups from two ranges,
with the beam in two positions at each range. As shown in Table I, the
ranger. were 800 1,nd 1,500 yards. t The firing positions (at each range)
were (i) at the center of the searchlight beam and (2) out of the beam,
at 10" from beam center. Tanks remained stationary; in-beam firing
positions were converted into out-of-beam firing positions by a 10*
rotation of the searchlight.

Eight shot groups (maximums 5 rounds each) were fired from each
800-yard position, and 16 (maximum, 10 rounds each) from each 1,500-
yard position. Each tank commander fired one shot group from each
800-yard position and two shot groups from each 1,500-yard position, a
total of six shot groups for each tank. Table 2 shows the sequence of
firing positions for etch tank. One shot group was fired from each of
four tanks on each firing night.

Each shot group was terminated when the target mirror was
destroyed or when the maximum number of rounda had been fired,

'Actual ranges were within 10 yard1s of the target distances.

6



Table I i

(WER.AI-I IWSIGN OF ilt i XPRuI~i:%T

.4~ ui. Out of t bee.n 16 10

Table 2 (U)

SCIIEDUI.E FOR SHO0T GROUPS FIRED BY THE EIGHT TPJIKSs

-~11. a001. 2. SOO Ot 3. 1.500 to 4. 1.5000.'
39. 1.500 Out 10. 1.5001Ia 11. 1.500 Ia 12. 1.500 Olt

5 17. 1.5000. On 1I. 1,500 in 19. 0000.1 2D. e00 to
7 2S. e00 tt 26. 800 1a 2. 1,SWOut 28. 1.5001[a

153. 0013li 34. 1.500011 35: 1,500 O-t 36. 1,500to

Task V Teak VI Task VII Teak Vill

42 S. 8001. 6. am00.t 7. 1.5001a a. 115M0Oat
4 13. 1.500 Out 14. 1,500 is 15. 1,5001. 16. 1.500 Oat
6 21. 1.SW Out 22. 1.5001.s 23. eOO Ott 24. 8001Il
8 29. 800Out 30. 80016 31. 1.5000,1 32. 1,5001a

10 37. 1.500 Is 38. 1.5000Oat 39. 1.SUO Olt 40. 1,5001.
12 4&. 1.5001a 46. 14500Got 47. 800 1A 48. e000N1

"'he toe1atuing chaqts W to W oe hai t 4 tauve 2 -Ad 4 won ftrool so. oae- miebi (ske. the

upMilk (shor tke last sabedlod t&eI ate). Thee. c2.-..ge uwe due mostly to rat'"Mt,. dtffkes
a" dU .set avolvu cheegee Is Wase or lska.

"noe somels I.Ji..t rearg Is yrede. IV. Ad *oil Ltes she itid positlam. tued ". aeta

whichever occurred first.1 It wasn possible to destroy the mirror by three

kinds of hits: (1) a direct hit; (2) a hit on the two-inch supportintg pipe,
12 inches of which was exposed between the berm and the mirror; and
(3) a ricochet hit (a hit by a round which grazed the top of the berm and
bounced into theo mirror).

Each rau~d was sensed by the tank command~er and by two observers
stationed to the flank of the firing tank. The eight observers were
rotated systematically through thea. two obse~rver positions. For shot
groups fired from 800 yards, the observer poisitions were 25 ane

to the lower: mirror caused by debris from a near mas.

N0*l50.adoto~ea htpu e emntdatrei1tmd eau fdm~

W' 7i-.i
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50 yards to the right uf thc' firing p t i n. .r ioh. t grI ' of R,i . ,

1,500 yards, they were 50 and 100 Yards tA the jeft .,f lht irjir t -,,

PROCEDURE

Test Conditions

(C) In generalp the study was intended to approximate User Service
Test conditions# as outlined In Frankford Arsenal Report R-1380A

which attempts to apecify standard conditions for various types of eval-
uations of accuracy in tank gunnery.1 Because the report does not
describe firingconditions In sufficient detail for operational use, partic-
ularly with reference to night firing, -rbitrary interpretations were

necessary !n formulating the procedures to be used in this study.
(U) Three days before the scheduled test firing began, all personnel

went through a practice run, which included zeroing. The entire test
prozzdure was followed, except that each tank fired one shot group of
five rounds from 1,000 yards.

(U) For each shot group the fire control system was zeroed about two
hours before sundown. The zeroing procedure In Field Manuals 1"- 12

and 17-791 was folle"ed, except that all firing was done from the tank

commander's position. The zeroing range was 1,430 yards. Each tank

was moved a few hundred yards from the zeroing position to the firing
position, which had been selected to be as level as possiblep and to have

a minimum angle of site.3

(U) APT-T33E7 ammunition from the same lot was used for all zeroing

and test firing except on the last night of testing. An Army-wide recall

of all 90mm AP ammunition occurred before the final test night; ammu-
nition from ancther I' was subsequently used for the night on which

shot groups 30, 32, 35, and 38 were fired.
(U) Test firing began about two hours after sundown. Just before being

moved to its firing position, each tank was supplied with the maximum

number of ammunition rounds (five rounds for 800 yards, 10 rounds for

1,600 yards). The color-coded rounds were placed in the ready rack in

the predetermined order In which they were to be fired. Shot groups

were fired one at a time in the order shown in Table 2. Only one tank

was stationed at a firing site at any time. All test firing was done from

the tank commander's position.
(U) The tank commanders and loaders were instructed to try to obtain

a hit on th. light as fast as tney could. In order to motivate them to

it

(C) 'Reference I. 1 i document reflects the official position of the Office of the Chief of

Ordsnace. it is txpected that, after minor revision, it will reflect the official CONARC position.

'fleferences 2 sad 3.
From %.e zeroisg position to the BOOyatd position the distance wn% about 1,200 V'arde; to

the 1.SO00yard position, aot 500 Yards. Neither a perfectly level firing position nor ero anie

of site is required under User Service Tet conditioms. Actual angle of site %as 20 mils from the

bOo-yard position end 12 mils frow the 1,500-yard position.
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operate at maximum speed vunsisterit with gisud laying, awards werr
made for hits, the value of each award depending un the time it llo*
obtain the it.

(U) Firing Procedure
The following firing procedure was adherud to-

(1) At the firing site, the tank to be fired was pointed In the
general direction of the target.

(2) For s1 shot groups fired from 800 yards$ and for the first
half of those fired from 1#500 yards, the tank commander indexed battle-
sight rangm (100 yards). For the second half of the 1,500-yard shot groups,
a range unknown to the tank commander was indexed. The distribution
of these ranges was based on data. obtained in an earlier study of ranging
against the tank-mounted searchlight.' The distribution was normal,
with a mean of 1,500 yards and a standard deviation of 191 yards.'

(3) For all shot, groups fired from 1,500 yards, the range finder
range scale and the computer range dial were covered with tape.

(4) The target searchlight was turned on$ the tank commander
switched the range finder filter lever to the ON positionp laid the gun
on the light, and then deflected the gun 540 mile to the left. The light
was then turned off.

(S) The tnkcommander tookposition in his cupola. The loader
was ready to pick up the first round.

(6) The target light was turned on again, now as a signal to
commence fire, and the tank commander made a gross lay with his

4 periscope sight. The loader loaded the first round on command from
the trn'A commander, then continued !oading until all rounds were fired
or until he heard a sensing of "target" from the tank commander.

(7) For all shot groups fired from 800 yards and for the second
half of those fired from A1500 yards, the tank commander followed his
gross lay with a precise lay with the gun-laying reticle of the range
finder, and then fired.' For the first halt of the shot groups fired from
1p500 yards, the tank commander first ranged on the target light before
making his precise lay.

(8) The tank commander announced his sensing of each round,
then adjusted his sight picture for the next round by the burst-on-target
method. If he sensed the round as "lost," he used the same sight picture
in firing the next round.

For all shot groups fired from 800 yards, as previously stated, the
correct range was indexed in the fire control system. The procedure
used for the 1,500-yard firing was the result of the following circum-
stances: For the first half of the shot groups fired from 1,500 yards,
the tank commander was required to range on the target. It was

'Reference 7.
$Sv Appendix A fot tie individual range vae... used.
Tkne tak comemaort were Pemittled to adjust tie kdlAtess of de rMANI A reticle I. ordor

to make the pia-lmying raticle -ot dollect. Most of then preferred maxinmu brl ghlmess of the
rangimg rticle fee thi is pose. They were Sot permitted to use tie auxillay reticle foe laying
the g".
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originally planned tofollow the darnefiring procedurefor ailshut grtjps
fired from 1,500 yards-with the range finder range scale and the t;om-
puter range dial covered-in effects forcing the tank commander to range
on the target even though he ,night know the approximate or even the
exact range.' However , once a tank commander knows the range and
the approximate range finder knob position for that range, it in difficult
for him to make an honest ranging, even if ho warts to.

After close observation of the tvjik commander* during the first few
shot groups fired from 1,500 yards, it wrs suspected that some of them
went through the motions of ranging but were act"lly attempUna to turn
the range knob to the 1,500-yard position. When they themselves con-
firmed this suspicion, it was decided to change the ranging procedure

4 for the second half of the 1,500-yard shot Zroups. Consequently, for
these shot groups, selected ranges not known to the tank commanders
were indexed. These ranges were representative of those which can be
expected under the firing conditions of this study.

(U) Weather Limitations

Zeroing and test firing were limlited to the following
weather conditions:

(I) No precipitation.
(2) Temperature 30 degrees Fahrenheit or above, and no drop

of more than 20 degrees between zeroing and test firing.
(3) NO fog.
(4) Wind velocities no greater than 10, 15,, and 20 knots, respec-

tively, at angles of 61-90. 31-50, and 0-30 degrees to the line of fire.
These weather limitations are stricter than those outlined for User

Service Test conditions in Frankford Arsenal Report R-136OA. Firing
was conducted only under these conditionsi although zeroing for one shot
group was donG during a light snow.

Because of dust at the target site (due to low rounds), and because
of obscuration, the visibility of the target dropped considerably during
some shot groups. However, because of the nature of the target, low
target visibility was never a problem to the tank commander. In facts
for shot groups fired from hc center of the beam, periods of lower visi-
bility undoubtedly made gun laying easier.

RESULTS

(U) Data Analysis

A total of 268 test roundn were fired, 57 from 800 yards and 211
from 1,500 yards. All rounds fired from 800 yards and all but 16 of

'Other ways of foreleg tko task commander to reage were found to be either not leamible or
not adequate. It w,- sot possible to place target& at uknow* distauces brncketlag 800 ead 1,500
yards, fot the tuget iaetallatilo was permamest ad tie four target site% were located at the only
blrM on the reae. Moviug1 tual to a"other firing *ite for each shot AMP was sot cosiderel an
adequate procedure, since 1oe of tke task comaaders were faltiliur with the dimemios|l charac-
terilica f the raige facilities.

'S tO
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those ('red from l,500 yards pasIted thrtwuth thc Arta * o+vtrt- j ,,
target panels (20 feet square).

The cordlnates for every round were measured from phttugraphs
of the panels, or from the target cloths directly.' Fcr cauh uf the 16
rounds which passed outside the Panelscoordlnates were eatablished aa
follows: rhe sensing* for the round were checked, and the sensing made
at the position which had yielded the best average sensing score for that
firing position was accepted as valid.2 If the round was sensed as"right," for example, it was arbitrarily scored as being I1 feet to the
right of target center. Then the vertical position of the round was arbi-
trarily assigned the median value of the vertical positions of the other
rounds in the same shot group. Similarly# a round sensed as "over" was
scored as 11 feet above the target center and was given the median horl-
zontal position of the other rounds in the shot group.

Each round was scored as a hit or a miss on three target areas:
(1) The target mirror (1 inches square as a target), (2) an aret 7 1/2
feet square with the mirror as Its center, and (3) the silhcuette of all
M48A2 tank seeving as carrier tank for the searchlight reflected in the
target mirror s

RILATIVE POSIT OW Of THREE TARGET AREAS
UsED FOR SCORN

I --- Vet 1 It "Ies~m

L --------------

IIVI I. .

'PMotoflrophe of target panels could not 66 voes (fo all Act grous., bcause of equip

~ment follsN*.

! ,'Noses of thes 16 rounds was sensed " "lost."
'Except as acted lar, kiNs hilts Ilk os VIVO niftw portion Of tits target were mot scor"das

hits os Iteo carrier task taret.
IF

mu . .w
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Analysis of the first-round vertical dispersion data Slhowed th14t fl'.

change In firing procedure for the second half :f the nhot groups fire4
from 1,500 yards did not increase vertical dispersion of irst rounds.

In other words, requiring the tankcommander to fire the first round wilt,

typical range error indexed did not Increase vertical dispersion over

what it had been for shot groups which Included some "pseudo-rangings
For this reason, the data for all shot groups fired from 1,600 yards have

been combined.

Total filt Probabilities

(U) Table 3 shows, for all rounds fired, the, number of hits and the pro-
portion of rounds resulting in hits (the empirical hit probability# i.e., the

ratio of the number of hits to the number of rounds fired). As stated

previously, a shot group was terminated when the target mirror was

destroyed. Therefore tankcommanders who obtained hits onthe mirror

on earlier rounds fired fewer rounds in those alhot groups. It may be
assumed that, on th; average, they would hwve fired subsequent rounds

as accurately an tank commanders who. obtained mirror hits on later

rounds. (See Appendix B for total-round dispersion values.)

TPI* 3 (C)

%J144REII F HITS AND EMPIRICAL TOTAIROUND HIT PROBABIIxRIES"

-' FIk.,ax Pooklel. of Kowa*e Nfrrw N7 112 b4er.t Ceflt Te&

His His Noh. 3ka Nit Nob. Nit. TV14 ?4.

At 800 YatIe
In Beam Cestir 32 1 .03 25 .78 21 ,6

Out of lam 2 5 .20 2S 1.00 22 ,86

Total 57 6 50 43

Proi.ility .12 39 ,77

At 1.500 YuLed
is Bea. Coster 107 S .05 67 .63 57 .S3

Os oflam 104 8 .06 62 .60 35 .34

Total 211 13 129 92

Me Hit
prohl lilty .06 .61 .44

Total foe All Firim %68 19 179 135

Over-All Mas.
Ptoloahility .09 .7S

111W16e of the 204We of hite@i t m Th e e of 161648 Ifkol.

First-Round Hit Probabilities

(U) First-Found hit probabilities-both empirical and constructive-are
shown In Table 4. A "constructive probability" is obtained by estimtting)

12 CONFIDENTIAL
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.mntiflCml Asl) Cn%%TItCTrn * HI iT %ltit \) I it it Illl! .t-
T.,i Au,.

Fis 1 I04111 . $rir ,4w 7 1 l2 a t, l 1. __ _

SAt 800 Yards
18 114414 COWr

Enpilrlca1 12 1.1 1,0 0 75 s

4coastivCte 14 '14 95 .09 44 1

5st of lteam f
Eaiptlcl 0 0 0 1.0 0

Coimtftctive .03 .0 99 04 0199 -

.1 lgaa lilt
Pgots5iilty

Empirical 06 1-0

a Cosatrvicie .9

At 1,5 Oarid
Is leam Ceiatf 16

yEmnirical 0 0 3 .,12 .2 .1I

consnicilv 02 04 31 .12 .13

M tlill ofl ,0cos 16 ! ,1

l'-.in Iltl
Lmpirical 0 .41 .2S

V. 0oitnactle 02 ,32 ,36

OV4.11 Me

l'robabllitvFrapirical ..,'0 ,56

Constructive .05 .65 .6)

' *INOp of Lite to ble o, lftle. b1a. os pietls rla. for a ce.lkl i of ir .1 i hal dwicrsta.

from the sample values, the population values for center of impact and

for dispersion, and then calculating from these estimates the proportion

of hKits to be expected.' For the carrier tank target, conetructive hit

probabilities were calculated by simplifying the tank outline to two rec-

tangular target areas t111I" x 5-5" and V'" A 33") representing,

respectively, the cb.'ssis and the turret.

(U) Although empirical probabilities give an accurate picture of the

results in terms of number of hits, constructive probahllities, by taking

d-3persion into account, provide a better estirtiate of the number of

I Thi caljClstica asume llthat the horilontal and verical djistibutiens of the population of

rounds tin tis case, first rounds) otre normal distributions.

CONFIDENTIAL
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hits which can bc expected In future firings under similar cunditis-r,s.
Considering the small size of the samples used in this studys the rr-
respondence between empirical and constructive probabilities to
surprisingly high.

(U) Table 3 shows constructive first-round hit probabilitie* computed
without bias, that Is# with the center f Impact of the group of first
rounds superimposed ou the target center. These data represent est-
mates of the hit probabilities which would be obtained If all horizontal
and vertical bias were eliminated. (See Appendix B for first-round cen
ter of impact ind dispersion values.)

Taltr S MC

CONSTR)CTIVE ARST.ROUNID lilT PROBABI.ITIES
ADJUSTED TO EXCI.UDE BIAS

Tai Art*
saftle

VN1 0 of .I a. Win' P66u1 I It r..,t S.4.0 Can T.Aa

His MA.. MS Nil ft".& . S Ik h. S

In IlItai Ctsit 8 .21 ,17 .97 .07 .53 .20
l of ikam a .52 .20 1.00 .00 .60 20

%Ica& lilt
-'Prol'alillty JS5 M5

At 1.500 Yata
Is 046a Ctatir 16 .03 .05 .37 .13 .37 .13
N" of Btaohi 16 .03 .0S .39 .13 .39 .13

lilt
Probal,iiiy .03 .38 .38

Tot1 irat Roivmde 48
Ovl All .ts

P~b~bility .20 .68 .47

(C) Time Required to Obtain a H-it

Because the tank commanders did not range for the second half of
the shot groups fired from 1,500 yards, their time scores for these shot
groups were adjusted as follows, to include ranging time: For the first
half of the shot groups fired from 800 yards, the median first-round time
was 30 seconds; for the first half of those fired from 1,500 yards it was
43 seconds. The difference, 13 seconds, was attributed to ranging, and
was therefore added to the time scores of these shot groups fired from
1,500 yarde which did not include ranging. Over-all median times to
fire the first round were 26 seconds at 800 yards, and 39 seconds
(including ranging time) at 1,500 yards.

Table 6 shows the mediantimes (in seco-1s)and the median numbers
of rounds required to obtain a hit. No data are given for the mirror

CONFIDENVIA
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target, strce more than half the shut gruups &tt- ..
mirror. Table 7 glvea * more detailed tnbuinti n .f mh rr'i,'i

Tablt & (t7 i

4-iWtDIAN TIME AND MDIAN 'IMtlE R of Ilt lh-
RF.OIIRD 1i OB1TAIN A IlT1

reao 7 1'2 rool SINWO Cantori Tal

rila .~d Ti....s

At e80 Yard.
Is !eam Coster 22 1 23
0O,1 of Mean 26 l MI

At 1.SOO Y.d.2

Y44ea so 2 69 3

'?(e Jua aiweu IVI th# mskivt tiiuI. aowl btais thea OW h shot sa

T 7 CC)

LN.PIRICAI HIT PROBABII.IT AGANST '1IIE CARRIF.R TA'SK.
TiIY VARIOUS INTERVAIS AFTER hE SFARCHIIGIIT IS 1R..D ON'

(Petteas.ai of To&&* 0Mulk.i &I Li..s# Ni ijULL Ie TLA, ?',eatJ
4

i wAa.= . Sec"e Aar sk I. Tws., 4
15 12013_1013SI40 SOIS1

At 800 Yard.
Ilk DtM Cr at

Hit Pro0babIity .12 .38 .62 .7M .88 , .88 .88 .8 M
S6rdf E.rMr .12 .18 .18 .16 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12

Ott of Eam
Hit Pro6m61lity 0 .25 .38 .75 .M5 .7S .75 .7S .75 .75
Stuadari Error 0 .16 .18 .16 .16 .16 16 .16 .16 .16

Mle-. Hit Prob AIiiY .06 .32 .50 .S .82 .82 .82 .82 .82 .82

At 1.500 Yarda
Io Beam Coster

Hit Prtalsllity 0 .06 .19 .19 .31 .38 .44
Stadadl Etror 0 .06 .10 .10 .12 .12 .13

Olt of fa-
Hit ProbabIlity 0 .06 .25 .38 .38 .. 4 .50
Sisudar4 Error 0 .06 .11 .12 .12 .13 .13

Mesa Hit Prfebality .06 .22 .28 .34 .41 .47,

Over.All Mesa Prolbaility .03 .16 .25 .38 .44 .52 SS .58 .61 .64
atlulet! we ggtr bit@ a Ikl e tO et irtr sot otiglIely acoed as hit* a& ska carriet task target.
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between time and it probability, with the tarrient< 1 .. 4, '4t"'

The data in this table represent the per%.entngea isf lnnK'o Wf,, f, 9tJi

obtained at least one hit within the respeitve tmse ieri,", fr, t

moment the searchlight was turned un.

Performance as a Function of Practice

(U) 'The study was not designed to measure the effects of practice, but
some aspects of the data maybe examined for indications of such effects.
As previously stated, each tank commander fired six shot groups (four

itf from 1)600 yards# and two from 800 yards). These were so distributed
that, during each half of the test, each fired two shot groups from 1,500
yards and one from 800 yards. Performance durirg each half may there-
fore be taken as a unit of practice.

(U) The empirical total-round hit probabilities for each half of the test
are shown in Table 8. There is a strong suggestion that performance
for shot groups fired from 1,500 yards improved during the course of
the teet.t Also, the median time forfirst-round hitsfor the second half

* of the test was 28 per cent less for shot groups fired from 800 yards,
and 20 per cent less for those fired from 1, 0., yards, These apparent
practice effects are noteworthy because the amount of practice was
rather limitedo and because most of the tank commanders had had con-

-. ; siderable experience as gunners.

Tabia I (C)

IF' RICAI. TOTAI..ROUL'D lilT PROBDILITIFS FOR
TIlE TARGET 7 I 2 FEET SQUARE AS A F1LICTION OF PRACTICE

Fir. Hall of Te. Sees" 114l *1 Tea

*1Fulaa Positios lit.J mk Ils
-4-L.I Fia F 51a1 j it

A. it 1bo Yard.
Is MeOm Centcr 13 10 .77 19 15 ..9
out of lem 14 14 1.00 II II - 1.00

Total 27 24 30 26
Me&*a lit Probability .811 .90

At 1.500 Yards
I* eam Ceater S3 26 .49 S-4 41 .76
Ot of Beam S7 26 .46 47 36 .77

Total 110 52 .01 7

,Mess lilt Probability .48 76

Total for all Firlng 137 76 131 103
Over-All 'les Probability .68 .83

'A lmilar analysis for other &spect of the probability data %-as not practicable because of

limited sample size.
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Sensing Performance

(U) Since there is no standard system for *tit g sensing perfo.r ivinio
the following system was devied:

Location of Round on Target Panel sensing Scre

Within 22 1/2 degrees from the senl; 2
Between 22 112 and 45 degrees from , 4ensing 1
Between 45 and t0 degrees from the L ,.g 0
Over 90 degrees-from the sensing -1

"Degreen" refers to circular degrees in the plat e the target panel.
Sensinge of "lost" were given a score of 0. Figu " 4 Iltustrates this
scoring system; the four diagrams show how a set ng of "short right"
was scored.

(U) Table 9 shows the distribution of scores for sent, made from the
tank and from the two observer positions. The data ft. .,e two ranges

PROCEDUR USED FOR SCORiNG SENINsiS

softi

lA - - t.. - -1

,. \

$(m. +2 $4044, +1 tU

too.

1W1 54 -:0
lS** 1* - "S** U

4wo O slso, -

Ilpiso 4 IU)

II

-'4

4 .- '.U - t...- , ''U.,,: -,. 5 .:"_ '. 3= = =', ,-- - -.' ', . -,' 
:, '''' "' ' '" : '
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were cumbined, since analysis ohowed no nignifirunt v - at',y ,I ",,

differences in range. At each of the three ;ixltions, uwnasng ptr,,Jt tf
wits considerably better tWan would be expected on the hasts ,f -hJat4 t
alone; all differences were significant well beyond the .0001 lev% I if
confidence. More than half the sensing. had a score of .1 or ,2..- ne
all rounds had to be sensed with respect to an 18-inch square, and inv4e
about 9 per cent of the rounds had tracer faitlures, these results indi !at(
a considerable degree of accuracy in sensing performance. For rc unds
which missed the 7 112 foot square target area, two-thirds of the sersings
had a score of +1 or t2.

Taile 9 (C)

NUMBER OF SF'SI.GS WHICH RECrIJVfD EACH SCORF.
FOR EACH SENSING POSITION

5etSoihng a* Filasl P*itl1lfta

Se"Iss5cre Taik r..i"Wf W4ag Letas 06,ee *tvtal (*-"ever!
IsBea. ol.o,. f&.s 1 OIktf..a l.,.. B 1 ...

2 40 44 52 35 41.1 37
1 16 N 19 28 2) 24
0' SO 24 33 33 35 27
1 :0 13 22 I4 29 22-

Total Senitn. 126 110 126 110 126 110
' TntaIl Ston=g Scott 76 104 101 84 . 76

% \leas Sensiag Score .60 95 .80 .76 .60 .69
a.St~e tell (at Ctt Of Cf& MrlS ylt,,,I e l'ol 100 utl lil . f 0 New Initils eso lla ig sitosition was :S ar to Sir i lll f tho ifll ,t task. lot

I .',0-.7 r f iling. SO ywls to the left.
"Fol N0.ayid hllap 4t. hi Inteal im llion w0s SO sida In he tight of the firs. tas, loe

1.40-yat tiing. 100 yards to St left.
ilscluded is the 20l61W given a scale of iera we those lot rounsI beatd as '10. .I5 :9 MiR4ls

(U) During tht. course of 4ie a'ndy the eight observers made wice as
t. iny sensings .e the .ght tark commanders. A comparlso., of the
ansings made b . the observeri during the first 14 shot grcups with
iose made during the second 21 shot groups shows that the idditional

, ractice by the observers did n0t result in improved sensirlis. This
,ck of improvement was to be expeted because the observers had no

tiowledge of the accuracy of their ; erformance.

(C) According to the sensing data, foi rounds fired from positions in the
searchlight beam, sensings made from the nearer of the two observer
positions were most accurate. For ro, nds fired from positions out of
the beam, sensings made from the ta k mere most accurate. A Chi
square test showed these differences to ..e significant at the .)01 level
of confidence.

18 CONFIDENTIAL
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DISCUSSION

B'fore the results of the study can be RL*.epted a8 W swt r AtproblLm of estimating the efftectiveness of main gun fire fr,6t t. 'Vc

tanks against tanks employing the 18-tnch tank-mounted a.arc hight,.w
Important factors must be considered. First it must be assuted ixii.
the effectiveness of enemy medium gun tanks ls equivalent to that cof "Ic
M48A2 tank. Second, it must be assumed that a firing test carried uut
under User Service Test condlit.ns is appropriate for est,nating enemy
capabilities under combat conditions,

Hit probabilitiets noted herein are probably somewhat higher and
firing times somewhat lower than would be expected under many, though
not necessarily all# combat conditions. Also# it should be noted that hit
probabilities against the carrier tank which have been obtained In this
study refer to a stationary and fully exposed tank; against a mnving tank
or against a tank positioned in defilade, hit probabilities would naturally
be smaller. |

The most relevant aspects of the results are shown in Table 7. At
a range of 800 yards, hit probability against the carrier tank ;apidly
approaches 1.0. It Is likely that av soon as its searchlight Is turned on,
a carrier tank would become a target for mrue than one enemy tank.
With two enemy tanks firing against It, hit probability approaches 1.0
within 25 seconds. that is, within the average time it takes to fire the
first round. It may be concluded, then, that at ranges of about 800 yards,
the risk of destruction of the carrier tank becomes too great if the
searvhlight is on long enough to #nable two enemy tanks to fire one
round each.

A similar analysis shows that at 1,500 yards the number of enemy
tariks firing increases in importance as a factor in hit probability. With
a s lngle enemy tank firing, hit probability is .12 in 40 seconds after the
searchlight is turned on, that in, within the average time it takes to i're
the first round at that range. With two enemy tanks firing, probability
is .39; and with three tanks, .53. Table 10 shows how various hit prob-
abilities increase as a function of the number of tanks firing. This anal-
ysis indicates that even at ranges of about 1,500 yards the risk of
destruction of the carrier tank becomes relatively high if each of several
enemy tanks is able to fire one round.

If the foregoing analyses were made with respect to a daytime
engagement, the conclusions would be regarded as self-evident, &nd
the results reported here would be regarded az proving only the obvi-
ous. However, the results of small-ar'ns firing tests against the tank-
mounted searchlight t seem to have been overgenerailzed, and have
created considerab'a doubt about the effectiveness of any fire agautist
the light and the carrier tank. The -esults of this stuly-should serve
to dispel such doubts.

'it sioold b. noted that eel) level terrain would permit tuget illsmistio- b a n.ova, t
c-n~er tasik.'References 5, 6, and 8.
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In 19 11 l

15 °21 19 T6
e., .19 .. 9

'I.4 ,..1 AM11 ,9

.5 6.76.&
.4n .82 1M

1*1 ~~.64 7.8.9
0 .70 .83 .91 .95

+, .S .88 .94 .9
"N 1O .91 .96 .M11
(L .84 .94 .97 .99
AIR .M .96 .M11 1.00
IM .91 .97 .99 1.00

.94 1".0 1.00
o , ,99 .1.00 1.00

85 9 1.00 1.00 1.00
90 .91.00 1.00 1.00
97, 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

The Implications of the findings with req- ut to the employment of
the tank-mounted searchlight may be stated as folluws: In situations in
which the searchlight is to provide Illuminationfor delivering aimed fire
from the main gun against enemy armor, the light should not be turned
on for as long a period as it takes enemy tanks to open fire. Each of our
tank platoons iI authorized two searchlights; hence, the lights should be
turned on in succession to illuminate the same target area# leaving each
light on for a period slightly shorter than that required by enemy tanks
to open fire. Each carrier tank should be moved immediately after turn-
ing off its light. This procedure will provide illumination of the target
area for a period twice as long as that during which eachcarrier tank isa target for enemy fire. This period is probably long enough to enable

each non-carrier tank to fare at least one round at the enemy.
If a period of 25 seconds is accepted as being just short of that

required for the enemy to get the first round off) then the suggested
searchlight procedure would result In target illumination for about
50 seconds. This is stilla relatively short time forfinding and engaging
an enemy target. Coordinated action between the carrier tanks and the
firing tanks therefore becomes all-important. Platoon training for night
combat should emphasize this kind of coordination.

The finding that even experienced tank commanders improved their
performance suggests that firing against searchlights is a unique gurnery
task which requires practice in addition to that afforded by conventional
gunnery exercises.
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Appendix A (U)

RANGES SET OR INDEXED DURING THE 1,500-YARD FIRd,

Table A.I

RANGE SETINGS MADE. DURING FIRST IIAI.F OF
SIlOT GROUPS FIRED AT ISO0 YARDS

' ambert of ShIot Crom j arlia)'v vVr of 5hot Croap RasiteW'ril

3 1.540 13 1.540
4 1700 14 1.590
7 1.-.30 i5 1,495
8 1.100 16 1,850
9 1.480 17 1,550

10 ISO0 18 1,500
I I1,55M 21 1.,480

12 1.150 22 1,570

'Shot Groupa I. 2, 5. 6. 19. 20, 23. ad 24 *ec f(red at 800 yards.
This Jistrihatio of taier .lethap hsa a mesa of 1.505 and a standard deviatlo, of 171.

Table A-2

RANGES INDEXED FOR SECOND l.AL, OF
SHOT GROUPS FIRED AT 1,500 YARDS

R"4..C ladl,, RmpIdr

Nambe of p (Yards) Nsmhel of (hor Cds). |

27 1.530 37 1.820
28 1,530 38 1.820
31 1.400 39 1.470
32 1.470 40 1.400
33 1.680 41 1.600
34 1.680 42 1,600
35 1.180 45 1.320
36 1.180 46 1.320

.'Shot Groups 25, 26. 29, 30, 43. 44. 47. and 48 were fired at 800 yards.bThl Jlatilatlos of raeges ladeted has a meat of 1.500 mad a standard devltalio of 191.
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Appendix B (C)

SUMMARY OF TAROET DATA

Tale 11.1

CF.'N TFRS OF IMPACT FOR FIIST It'%I)% ANI) Oill
CIM1.- TI\.AII 11W

'n Nam Center .4.

Out of Nam 46 -.68 a 3Is -3

Mean .0 -.8 .3-1 -.26

At ISO0 Yrd,
In Nam Center .53 -.3 . -.32.6.16
Out of lam .46 .05 .27 .33

'A plus. X valve means right of isigel center. a Ilinlv X va lve mrsalf. k~. plv.q V t.,1,
Meia ovet linfteln misio Y valve m.at t of l.38oI,

DiIiORlT.TAI, AD VERTIiCA DISPERSIONS FOR

FIRST ROI'DS .ND FOR CUMULATIVE RO.-4DS

Ale Xrup1easrihtoft ~t c.~l'mt iaim Xt sai ms'stlt s t..Vsi

mesa. oi.mumllmls lo stp il

.'I lllsg Positloa First Rounids Cuulativle Rouds

"orilostal V~lcI Holastll Vticl

At 800 Yards.

In Njulm Centegr .49 .68 M6 1.14
Out of Hewn .43 .22 .46 .62

Mean .46 .45 .56 .lAt ,500 Yrdm

In Beam Center .75 1.25 .50 .93
Out of Bearn .47 1.50 .4.5 1.04

Mean .61 1.38 .48 .98
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1. On page iii, Sufmtay and Roeendations, under the heading
'aez earch Method" (U), in line 4 of the paragraph titled "Sub.sots", the

" word "Infantry" should read "Individual."

2. We would appreci Lt your makine this correotion in your copy of
the subjeot report.
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